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The environment facing PE has become increasingly challenging; this is 
highlighted by a significant rise in short-term interest rates and tight 
credit conditions. These two factors, among others, have started to 
induce a slowdown across the industry, including deal and exit activity 
and performance, despite relatively positive overall economic activity. 
Further, the economic outlook does not point toward a reprieve in the 
near term. Core inflation remains well above the Federal Reserve’s 
(Fed’s) target, thus creating a risk that short-term interest rates will 
stay above 5% for longer than many are expecting. It will likely be 
difficult for inflation to ease and the Fed to cut rates without a material 
slowdown in real growth, which will create a different set of issues for 
PE investors and their portfolio companies.

In this report, we explore the challenges and risks that are impacting PE 
market participants. After a resilient 2022, buyout dealmaking has 
started to slow as credit has become less available and more costly. 
Additionally, higher debt costs continue to pressure coverage ratios of 
buyout-backed companies, which could be magnified if corporate profit 
margins continue to recede from record highs. Meanwhile, all exit 
routes are extremely limited—the recent slowdown in exit activity is 
comparable to those that occurred in 2008 and 2020. 
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The economic backdrop
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• According to our quantitative model, the odds of a recession occurring in the next 18 months continue to rise, driven primarily by a sharply 
inverted yield curve and an increase in short-term interest rates. These two signals are at their most extreme levels since the 1980s. 

• Credit conditions have tightened further following a period of stress within regional commercial banks. This will likely constrict loan growth 
for middle-market companies and, in turn, nonresidential corporate investment. 

• Despite elevated recession fears and unfavorable credit conditions, the overall economy continues to grow at a moderate pace fueled by 
resilient consumer spending.

• The outlook for consumer spending, which is driven primarily by income rather than credit, remains positive. 

• Although inflation has come down slowly after peaking in mid-2022, it has remained well above the Fed’s 2% target and has been stickier 
than many expected. 

• While, at the June 2023 meeting, the Fed decided not to raise interest rates for the first time in over a year, the possibility that high inflation 
will persist creates a risk that short-term rates will remain above 5% well into 2024.  

PUMPING THE BRAKES
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Leading economic indicators continue to suggest an elevated chance of a recession starting in the first 
half of 2024…

Source: PitchBook | Geography: US
*As of May 31, 2023

Note: Predictions are out-of-sample and not made during a recession.
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Smoothed probability of a US recession occurring in the next 18 months
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PUMPING THE BRAKES

…due primarily to the inverted yield curve and sharp increase in short-term interest rates. 

Intermediate Treasury yield minus three-month Treasury bill yield

Sources: Ibbotson SBBI, Federal Reserve | Geography: US
*As of May 31, 2023

Note: Shaded areas indicate official recession dates from the NBER.
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Commercial banking issues and high loan costs have helped tighten credit conditions further… 

Net share of banks tightening credit standards for loans to large and 
middle-market firms

Source: Federal Reserve Senior Loan Officer Survey | Geography: US

*As of May 8, 2023
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…which will likely weigh on corporate lending and, in turn, investment. 

Bank lending standards (12-month lead) versus corporate loan growth 
at commercial banks

Source: Federal Reserve, Bureau of Economic Analysis | Geography: US
*As of April 30, 2023

Note: Series are mean-standard deviation normalized (Z-score).
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Despite unfavorable interest rate and credit conditions, the economy has continued to grow at a 
reasonable pace thanks to resilient consumer spending…
Contribution to quarterly real GDP growth (annualized)

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis | Geography: US
*As of March 31, 2023

Note: Q1 2023  data is from the second release.
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…which tends to be driven more by income growth than credit growth. 

Sources: PitchBook, Bureau of Economic Analysis | Geography: US
*As of December 31, 2022

Note: 2020 was excluded as an outlier. Regression coefficient error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.
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Relationships between personal spending, total wages and government transfers, and consumer 
credit (annual growth)*

R² = 0.68
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Nominal household incomes are being supported by a tight labor market…

Unemployment rates

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis | Geography: US

*As of April 30, 2023

Aggregate nominal wage growth (YoY)
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…and consumer fundamentals also remain supportive of sustained nominal spending growth. 

Estimated real excess consumer savings ($T)

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis | Geography: US

*As of December 31, 2022

Debt payments as a share of disposable personal income
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*As of April 30, 2023
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While overall inflation has 
eased from its peak in mid-
2022 as supply chains and 
energy prices have 
normalized, core inflation 
remains elevated above 
desired levels. While the 
recent disinflationary trend 
is a positive one, it is still too 
early to declare that inflation 
is no longer a concern. 

Underlying inflation 
dynamics reflect a 
permanent increase in the 
level of nominal income and 
spending in an economy that 
is operating close to its 
capacity. With nominal 
income and spending growth 
currently around 5.5%, it will 
likely be difficult for inflation 
to return to 2% without 
slower wage growth, slower 
employment growth, or a 
combination of the two. 

PUMPING THE BRAKES

Inflation has been moving sideways for months and, excluding energy, is 
still too high relative to the Fed’s 2% target…

Sources: Bureau of Labor Services, PitchBook | Geography: US

*As of May 31, 2023

Contribution to CPI inflation by major category (three-month annualized rate)
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After much anticipation, at the 
June 2023 meeting, the Fed did 
not raise interest rates for the 
first time since March 2022. It 
decided to keep the federal 
funds rate at a target range of 
5.00% to 5.25%. However, 
officials’ updated economic 
projections suggested that this 
was likely not the end of the 
hiking cycle, with an expected 
50 basis points of additional 
tightening by year’s end. 

While the market and the Fed 
are expecting rates to be 
lowered in 2024, this will be 
highly dependent on the path 
of inflation. The Fed is 
expecting core inflation to fall 
from 3.9% to 2.5% by the end 
of 2024, which will be a 
precondition for rate cuts. If 
inflation remains above 3%, we 
think the Fed will be reluctant 
to cut rates at all.  

PUMPING THE BRAKES

…which creates a risk that the Fed may keep short-term rates higher and 
longer than expected.

Sources: Federal Reserve, CME Group | Geography: US
*As of June 20, 2023

Note: The long-run equilibrium is based on the Fed’s latest Summary of Economic Projections.

Federal funds rate with forward market expectations
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Market 
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Market and PE performance
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• Positive performance in public equities and high-yield credit over the past year is inconsistent with the recession signals coming from the 
Treasury market.

• Equity performance following the end of Fed tightening cycles has been mixed, but it has been positive more often than not. On average, the 
S&P 500 was up 7.1% in the 12 months following the final rate hike. 

• Buyout fund valuations are slowly being marked down after an extraordinary period of markups in late 2020 and 2021. 

• While the performance gap with public equities has closed slightly in recent quarters, buyout funds have still experienced cumulative gains 
of 81.4% in the three years ended Q4 2022, compared to a gain of just 25.6% for the S&P 500 Index.

PUMPING THE BRAKES
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Despite elevated recession concerns amid tight credit conditions leading to some volatility, public assets 
have delivered positive returns over the past year outside of commodities... 

Source: Morningstar | Geography: US

*As of June 16, 2023
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…and market risk indicators are below average.

High-yield corporate credit spreads

Sources: ICE BofA Indexes, CBOE | Geography: US

*As of June 16, 2023

S&P 500 implied volatility (VIX)
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Equity performance following the end of Fed tightening cycles has been mixed—but positive on average. 

Sources: Federal Reserve, PitchBook | Geography: US
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S&P 500 indexed to 100 at the end of Fed tightening cycles
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Source: PitchBook | Geography: US
*As of December 31, 2022

Note: The Q4 2022 figure is preliminary.

PUMPING THE BRAKES

Quarterly PE buyout fund performance attribution

Buyout funds have slowly started to mark down portfolio valuations, but significant unrealized gains 
remain on the books…
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The PitchBook PE Barometer is 
a factor-based framework that 
estimates PE fund returns 
based on key economic and 
market variables. Historically, 
it has tracked actual returns 
reasonably well. However, from 
late 2020 through 2021, PE 
fund returns were considerably 
higher than the implied returns 
from the PE Barometer. This 
performance gap has started 
to reverse over the past three 
quarters as fund managers 
slowly mark their valuations to 
market. 

For more information about the 
PitchBook PE Barometer, please 
visit this webpage. 

PUMPING THE BRAKES

…as fund performance significantly outpaced fundamentals, but this 
outperformance is now reversing. 

Source: PitchBook | Geography: US
*As of December 31, 2022

Note: The Q4 2022 return is preliminary.
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Debt and dealmaking
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• After showing resilience in the face of rising interest rates throughout most of 2022, buyout deal activity has slowed materially in the last 
two quarters. High debt costs and a pullback in credit availability have started to put pressure on the buyout model at current valuations. 

• PE deals less reliant on financing, including add-ons and growth equity, continue to close at a pace above their long-term trends. 

• Buyout valuations for deals closed in the past 12 months through Q1 2023 have ticked down slightly to 11.1x EBITDA and remain below 
current public market multiples. 

• Private credit continues to take market share from buyout debt as issuance in the syndicated loan market has hit its lowest level since 
2008. 

• The rise in benchmark interest rates has pushed B-rated credit yields to 11.0% in the secondary market. Higher debt costs will continue to 
weigh on interest coverage ratios, especially as corporate profits have begun to normalize from record highs.  

• An uptick in defaults for syndicated loans with financial covenants to the highest rate since 2008 may be an early warning sign for more 
popular covenant-light loans, which make up the majority of outstanding loans. 

• While the ability to cover increasing debt payments is an immediate concern, buyout-backed companies have little need to roll over 
existing leveraged loans until 2025. 

PUMPING THE BRAKES
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PUMPING THE BRAKES

After showing resilience throughout most of 2022, buyout dealmaking has slowed materially in the past 
two quarters…
Rolling six-month buyout deal value ($B) trends

Source: PitchBook | Geography: US
*As of March 31, 2023

Note: Data is seasonally adjusted and includes estimates for the most recent four quarters.
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The PE deal trends dashboard 
provides a quantitative 
assessment of overall deal 
activity in the past six months, 
as well as within each sector 
and deal type after adjusting 
for seasonality and reporting 
lags. The long- and short-term 
scores represent Z-score 
normalized deviations from a 
full-period linear trendline and 
a 12-month exponential moving 
average, respectively. 

PUMPING THE BRAKES

…but investments less reliant on leverage, such as add-ons and growth 
equity, continue to close at a pace well above their long-term trends. 

Source: PitchBook | Geography: US
*As of March 31, 2023

Note: Data is seasonally adjusted and includes estimates for the most recent four quarters.
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		energy		130		17.9405261985		-0.9534309955		-0.5583397301		-0.2570943119		-0.3493611723

		financials		360		24.68430453		1.2141488177		-0.780396634		-1.2018437467		-1.1194282835

		healthcare		651		44.6232551843		0.6328905475		-0.2763316882		-1.1635256572		-1.0985268712

		materials		98		8.4792402721		0.0227132846		-0.3893976988		0.0532565769		-0.0452595101

		tech		694		61.1768179557		0.6170359472		0.7872815449		-0.9066519318		-0.3906265314

		agriculture		14		1.3453222565		0.4584861569		1.0344908615		0.3352053661		0.4791057034

		apparel_accessories		19		0.7531338147		-1.6848262707		-2.273974007		-0.6763331606		-2.2901617546

		capital_markets_institutions		78		5.378313409		3.4806169567		2.0237110652		0.2948095174		0.4111043179

		chemicals_gases		32		2.9952361488		-0.0349247849		-0.3062614234		0.6002367549		0.3267087197

		commercial_banks		0		0		-1.249365964		-1.1248209195		-3.1319314735		-2.3924424707

		commercial_products		485		49.756875047		0.4477470145		2.2243056941		-0.7110691958		0.4060472684

		commercial_services		1168		77.6290244186		2.0351413033		1.2559744182		-0.623440696		-0.2334558584

		commercial_transportation		65		6.3474677779		2.6826593662		2.0392733954		1.2474692683		1.1008633255

		communications_networking		54		6.8425713489		0.7647830622		1.1326738475		0.2124505164		0.0013784982

		computer_hardware		19		1.9551447683		-0.6668404767		0.0978140182		-0.7231950966		-0.1571039544

		construction_non_wood		6		0.425663794		0.1584235846		-0.3608912384		0.1883500395		0.2314623727

		consumer_durables		32		2.2772405355		-2.7883787511		-2.0723505822		-2.645434018		-1.5226173163

		consumer_non_durables		104		6.2778265346		-0.5629562476		-1.0741576464		-0.4604706605		-0.1960087424

		containers_packaging		32		2.7421293523		-0.0819149743		-0.6673798976		-0.2647815997		-0.2208049677

		energy_equipment		10		1.2503320936		-0.8221482358		-0.1913493941		0.28810575		0.2727969597

		energy_services		56		8.0023067191		-0.0316149101		0.9810157053		-0.7099802919		-0.3827372239

		exploration,_production_refining		23		3.4218825123		-1.1405466065		-0.8218656212		0.0922739742		0.0276567828

		forestry		8		0.5648074034		1.2525134829		0.289512954		0.3347929363		-0.0056748355

		healthcare_devices_supplies		49		2.6582609384		-0.1257513675		-1.8580085992		0.1527025463		-0.5494848842

		healthcare_services		490		30.8828024855		0.8403360352		0.0558052209		-0.9928387473		-0.5086983718

		healthcare_technology_systems		64		5.8636838446		-0.6811054475		-0.7581398665		-1.0803330585		-1.48297554

		insurance		205		13.1311907542		1.1612598824		-0.7691829695		-1.0016688718		-0.9010718675

		it_services		224		22.2435982636		2.7109063417		4.0872938281		0.0378029496		0.5035320928

		media		47		3.5836794126		1.1071076982		0.367403267		-0.0080115328		-0.4385114549

		metals,_minerals_mining		5		0.1519096869		-0.2199612716		-0.6749056375		0.3545880575		-0.7548625413

		other_business_products_services		22		2.1563084642		1.8078504689		2.9316730676		0.2750592211		0.6495113767

		other_consumer_products_services		1		0.1413587258		2.324388366		3.2871856909		2.7498142262		2.7589216633

		other_energy		31		3.8048119824		-1.159954883		-1.69150819		0.0925632095		-0.4287637259

		other_financial_services		78		6.1748003669		-0.6990441777		-1.0932209924		-1.3607516661		-1.1356554068

		other_healthcare		1		0.1053028222		1.9212823603		1.1156131129		1.5525636666		1.6034148005

		other_materials		0		0		-0.8513028787		-0.8053625706		-1.346442531		-1.1304741452

		pharmaceuticals_biotechnology		48		5.1132050937		0.0661036134		0.2287301931		-0.2628108566		-0.8938629478

		restaurants,_hotels_leisure		67		4.7160831055		-0.528864077		-0.8658490499		-0.3039197281		-0.2981066207

		retail		41		4.0072200493		-0.5271475755		-0.3634100381		-1.3372504631		-1.1232344365

		semiconductors		5		0.5602473904		0.4421303661		0.9660117486		1.3574075214		1.2199534745

		services_non_financial		199		11.930225334		0.6961023585		0.7256823138		-1.6070755752		-0.3693463445

		software		394		29.5752561845		-0.3583925196		-0.6743594057		-1.3155168251		-0.9833437556

		textiles		3		0.2541716301		0.1406804717		-0.2269559045		-0.4903487621		-0.7897142766

		transportation		114		10.6412929782		1.9966598291		1.9003919003		-0.5487808667		-0.535886585

		utilities		12		1.4611928911		0.9126123805		0.5143510838		1.018880216		0.5145581107

		total		4174		331.8754658255		0.7974071772		0.5255843051		-1.2224319828		-0.5939769376





exits_data

		slice		value_count		value_value		trend_norm_count		trend_norm_value		short_trend_norm_count		short_trend_norm_value

		acquisition		329		61.6763502313		-1.864271441		-2.0077855788		-1.1761931366		-1.151599856

		buyout		304		50.5460745581		-1.5796678557		-2.0923975424		-1.1582624143		-1.1915537636

		public listing		10		1.5885226807		-1.4598277334		-1.8207820209		-1.070651326		-1.9220975643

		B2B		266		44.0912284033		-0.8378163686		-1.2903227075		-0.832615415		-0.8183021307

		B2C		100		13.4518275553		-2.34684951		-2.4482036704		-1.2878931856		-1.4446883617

		energy		39		12.1884887334		-1.6174389388		-1.0621249095		-0.8940587915		-0.6591066624

		financials		34		6.2140316378		-2.7422966073		-2.9496900653		-0.9911734294		-1.1668197265

		healthcare		71		13.0435155537		-2.245142361		-2.5342151886		-1.7661941237		-1.9665136974

		materials		31		3.9893842044		-0.4703093214		-1.6735162352		-0.2735703305		-0.933893624

		tech		102		20.8324713823		-1.6749720012		-1.5995314209		-0.8744014494		-0.4294554822

		total		628		114.0215812917		-2.1443022558		-2.3419575539		-1.430257487		-1.3892899409
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PUMPING THE BRAKES

Buyout valuations have ticked down slightly to 11.1x EBITDA, and less leverage was employed on deals 
completed in the first quarter of 2023 compared with the last several years. 
Public equity versus buyout EV/EBITDA multiples

Sources: LCD, Morningstar | Geography: US

*As of March 31, 2023

Buyout debt/EBITDA ratios

Sources: PitchBook, Morningstar | Geography: North America & Europe
*As of March 31, 2023

Note: 2023 buyout multiple is TTM. 
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PUMPING THE BRAKES

Tighter credit conditions and higher benchmark rates have shut off the leveraged loan market, which has 
been the primary source of buyout debt in recent years.

Yield to maturity attribution for B-rated leveraged loans

Source: LCD | Geography: US

*As of May 31, 2023
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PUMPING THE BRAKES

Lending by business development companies (BDCs) has also slowed, but less so than in the syndicated 
loan market as private credit continues to gain market share of buyout debt. 
BDC total loan assets at fair value ($B)

Source: Morningstar | Geography: US
*As of March 31, 2023

Note: The BDCs included in the data are based off the holdings of the Van Eck BDC Income ETF.

BDC trailing six-month net new loans ($B)
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PUMPING THE BRAKES

The continued rise in debt costs comes at a time when corporate profits are normalizing after a 
period of strong growth and record-high profit margins…
Nonfinancial corporate profit growth (YoY)

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis | Geography: US

*As of March 31, 2023
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PUMPING THE BRAKES

…which has already resulted in an increase in distress and defaults in the leveraged loan market, 
especially for the smaller portion of loans with financial covenants. 
Morningstar LSTA Leveraged Loan Index default rates by issuer count

Sources: Morningstar, LCD | Geography: US
*As of May 31, 2023

Note: Default rates and distress ratios are trailing 12-month statistics.

Morningstar LSTA Leverage Loan Index distressed ratio
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While the ability to cover debt payments is an immediate concern, the need for sponsors to 
refinance existing loans will be low until 2025. 

Source: LCD | Geography: US

*As of March 31, 2023

PUMPING THE BRAKES

Maturity breakdown ($B) of the Morningstar LSTA Leveraged Loan Index*
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The exit drought

PUMPING THE BRAKES



Key takeaways
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• Exit activity has slowed to a level that is comparable to slowdowns that occurred in 2008 and 2020.

• Based on the deviation of exit activity from its long-term trend, we estimated a cumulative exit shortfall of $60 billion since the beginning of 
2019 through Q1 2023. 

• Companies that were acquired via a leveraged buyout (LBO) from 2016 to 2020 have exited at a much slower than expected pace, resulting 
in an estimated exit backlog of 664 companies. 

• If the slowdown in exits persist, buyout holding periods will increase, pushing out fund distributions to LPs. Fund vintages that are currently 
the most sensitive to the exit market have started to see DPI ratios flatten out to more average levels. 

• Pushing out the timing of fund distributions will mechanically lower IRRs even if TVPI ratios eventually recover. 

PUMPING THE BRAKES
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PUMPING THE BRAKES

Exit activity has fallen sharply below its long-term trend…

Rolling six-month PE exit count trends

Source: PitchBook | Geography: US
*As of March 31, 2023

Note: Data is seasonally adjusted and includes estimates for the most recent four quarters.
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PUMPING THE BRAKES

…which is on par with slowdowns that occurred in 2008 and 2020, resulting in an estimated $60 
billion less in exit value since 2019 than implied by the long-term trend.
Rolling six-month exit value relative to long-term trend (Z-score)

Source: Pitchbook | Geography: US
*As of March 31, 2023

Note: Exit value surplus/shortfall is based on the deviation from its long-term trend.
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The PE exit trends dashboard 
provides a quantitative 
assessment of overall exit 
activity in the past six months, 
as well as within each sector 
and exit type after adjusting for 
seasonality and reporting lags. 
The long- and short-term 
scores represent Z-score 
normalized deviations from a 
full-period linear trendline and 
a 12-month exponential moving 
average, respectively. 

PUMPING THE BRAKES

Exit activity trends are negative across all sectors and exit types.

Source: PitchBook | Geography: US
*As of March 31, 2023

Note: Data is seasonally adjusted and includes estimates for the most recent four quarters.

Trailing six-month PE exit trends dashboard*
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Total 628 100.0% $114.0 100.0%

B2B 266 41.4% $44.1 38.7%

B2C 100 15.6% $13.5 11.8%
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deals_dashboard





										Deal count										Deal value

								Segment		Current		% of total		Long-term score		Short-term score				Current ($B)		% of total		Long-term score		Short-term score

				total				Total		4,174		100.0%		0.8		-1.2				$331.9		100.0%		0.5		-0.6

				B2B		Sector		B2B		1,736		40.4%		1.7		-0.6				$135.9		40.3%		1.8		0.1

				B2C				B2C		623		14.5%		0.3		-1.7				$44.3		13.1%		-0.2		-0.9

				energy				Energy		130		3.0%		-1.0		-0.3				$17.9		5.3%		-0.6		-0.3

				financials				Financial services		360		8.4%		1.2		-1.2				$24.7		7.3%		-0.8		-1.1

				healthcare				Healthcare		651		15.2%		0.6		-1.2				$44.6		13.2%		-0.3		-1.1

				tech				Information technology		694		16.2%		0.6		-0.9				$61.2		18.1%		0.8		-0.4

				materials				Materials & resources		98		2.3%		0.0		0.1				$8.5		2.5%		-0.4		-0.0

				buyout		Type		Buyout		781		18.7%		-1.1		-1.2				$93.1		28.0%		-1.1		-1.2

				add_on				Add-ons		2,678		64.2%		1.5		-1.1				$206.1		62.1%		1.6		-0.1

				growth				PE growth		837		20.1%		1.8		-0.2				$37.9		11.4%		0.9		-0.6









exits_dashboard



										Exit count										Exit value

								Segment		Current		% of total		Long-term score		Short-term score				Current ($B)		% of total		Long-term score		Short-term score

				total				Total		628		100.0%		-2.14		-1.43				$114.0		100.0%		-2.34		-1.39

				B2B		Sector		B2B		266		41.4%		-0.84		-0.83				$44.1		38.7%		-1.29		-0.82

				B2C				B2C		100		15.6%		-2.35		-1.29				$13.5		11.8%		-2.45		-1.44

				energy				Energy		39		6.1%		-1.62		-0.89				$12.2		10.7%		-1.06		-0.66

				financials				Financial services		34		5.3%		-2.74		-0.99				$6.2		5.5%		-2.95		-1.17

				healthcare				Healthcare		71		11.0%		-2.25		-1.77				$13.0		11.5%		-2.53		-1.97

				tech				Information technology		102		15.9%		-1.67		-0.87				$20.8		18.3%		-1.60		-0.43

				materials				Materials & resources		31		4.8%		-0.47		-0.27				$4.0		3.5%		-1.67		-0.93

				acquisition		Type		Acquisition		329		51.2%		-1.86		-1.18				$61.7		54.2%		-2.01		-1.15

				buyout				Buyout		304		47.3%		-1.58		-1.16				$50.5		44.4%		-2.09		-1.19

				public listing				Public listing		10		1.6%		-1.46		-1.07				$1.6		1.4%		-1.82		-1.92









deals_data

		slice		value_count		value_value		trend_norm_count		trend_norm_value		short_trend_norm_count		short_trend_norm_value

		add_on		2678		206.144707787		1.4579373965		1.6495901502		-1.0514553251		-0.1300458992

		buyout		781		93.0701324113		-1.1008139103		-1.0888159936		-1.2297195362		-1.1537749547

		growth		837		37.9070401403		1.8487154319		0.8552803865		-0.2443280944		-0.6220416842

		B2B		1736		135.8896757077		1.7231372161		1.7704400462		-0.6160852201		0.0745483563

		B2C		623		44.3280604903		0.3065901252		-0.1609894888		-1.6940608081		-0.9200238222

		energy		130		17.9405261985		-0.9534309955		-0.5583397301		-0.2570943119		-0.3493611723

		financials		360		24.68430453		1.2141488177		-0.780396634		-1.2018437467		-1.1194282835

		healthcare		651		44.6232551843		0.6328905475		-0.2763316882		-1.1635256572		-1.0985268712

		materials		98		8.4792402721		0.0227132846		-0.3893976988		0.0532565769		-0.0452595101

		tech		694		61.1768179557		0.6170359472		0.7872815449		-0.9066519318		-0.3906265314

		agriculture		14		1.3453222565		0.4584861569		1.0344908615		0.3352053661		0.4791057034

		apparel_accessories		19		0.7531338147		-1.6848262707		-2.273974007		-0.6763331606		-2.2901617546

		capital_markets_institutions		78		5.378313409		3.4806169567		2.0237110652		0.2948095174		0.4111043179

		chemicals_gases		32		2.9952361488		-0.0349247849		-0.3062614234		0.6002367549		0.3267087197

		commercial_banks		0		0		-1.249365964		-1.1248209195		-3.1319314735		-2.3924424707

		commercial_products		485		49.756875047		0.4477470145		2.2243056941		-0.7110691958		0.4060472684

		commercial_services		1168		77.6290244186		2.0351413033		1.2559744182		-0.623440696		-0.2334558584

		commercial_transportation		65		6.3474677779		2.6826593662		2.0392733954		1.2474692683		1.1008633255

		communications_networking		54		6.8425713489		0.7647830622		1.1326738475		0.2124505164		0.0013784982

		computer_hardware		19		1.9551447683		-0.6668404767		0.0978140182		-0.7231950966		-0.1571039544

		construction_non_wood		6		0.425663794		0.1584235846		-0.3608912384		0.1883500395		0.2314623727

		consumer_durables		32		2.2772405355		-2.7883787511		-2.0723505822		-2.645434018		-1.5226173163

		consumer_non_durables		104		6.2778265346		-0.5629562476		-1.0741576464		-0.4604706605		-0.1960087424

		containers_packaging		32		2.7421293523		-0.0819149743		-0.6673798976		-0.2647815997		-0.2208049677

		energy_equipment		10		1.2503320936		-0.8221482358		-0.1913493941		0.28810575		0.2727969597

		energy_services		56		8.0023067191		-0.0316149101		0.9810157053		-0.7099802919		-0.3827372239

		exploration,_production_refining		23		3.4218825123		-1.1405466065		-0.8218656212		0.0922739742		0.0276567828

		forestry		8		0.5648074034		1.2525134829		0.289512954		0.3347929363		-0.0056748355

		healthcare_devices_supplies		49		2.6582609384		-0.1257513675		-1.8580085992		0.1527025463		-0.5494848842

		healthcare_services		490		30.8828024855		0.8403360352		0.0558052209		-0.9928387473		-0.5086983718

		healthcare_technology_systems		64		5.8636838446		-0.6811054475		-0.7581398665		-1.0803330585		-1.48297554

		insurance		205		13.1311907542		1.1612598824		-0.7691829695		-1.0016688718		-0.9010718675

		it_services		224		22.2435982636		2.7109063417		4.0872938281		0.0378029496		0.5035320928

		media		47		3.5836794126		1.1071076982		0.367403267		-0.0080115328		-0.4385114549

		metals,_minerals_mining		5		0.1519096869		-0.2199612716		-0.6749056375		0.3545880575		-0.7548625413

		other_business_products_services		22		2.1563084642		1.8078504689		2.9316730676		0.2750592211		0.6495113767

		other_consumer_products_services		1		0.1413587258		2.324388366		3.2871856909		2.7498142262		2.7589216633

		other_energy		31		3.8048119824		-1.159954883		-1.69150819		0.0925632095		-0.4287637259

		other_financial_services		78		6.1748003669		-0.6990441777		-1.0932209924		-1.3607516661		-1.1356554068

		other_healthcare		1		0.1053028222		1.9212823603		1.1156131129		1.5525636666		1.6034148005

		other_materials		0		0		-0.8513028787		-0.8053625706		-1.346442531		-1.1304741452

		pharmaceuticals_biotechnology		48		5.1132050937		0.0661036134		0.2287301931		-0.2628108566		-0.8938629478

		restaurants,_hotels_leisure		67		4.7160831055		-0.528864077		-0.8658490499		-0.3039197281		-0.2981066207

		retail		41		4.0072200493		-0.5271475755		-0.3634100381		-1.3372504631		-1.1232344365

		semiconductors		5		0.5602473904		0.4421303661		0.9660117486		1.3574075214		1.2199534745

		services_non_financial		199		11.930225334		0.6961023585		0.7256823138		-1.6070755752		-0.3693463445

		software		394		29.5752561845		-0.3583925196		-0.6743594057		-1.3155168251		-0.9833437556

		textiles		3		0.2541716301		0.1406804717		-0.2269559045		-0.4903487621		-0.7897142766

		transportation		114		10.6412929782		1.9966598291		1.9003919003		-0.5487808667		-0.535886585

		utilities		12		1.4611928911		0.9126123805		0.5143510838		1.018880216		0.5145581107

		total		4174		331.8754658255		0.7974071772		0.5255843051		-1.2224319828		-0.5939769376





exits_data

		slice		value_count		value_value		trend_norm_count		trend_norm_value		short_trend_norm_count		short_trend_norm_value

		acquisition		329		61.6763502313		-1.864271441		-2.0077855788		-1.1761931366		-1.151599856

		buyout		304		50.5460745581		-1.5796678557		-2.0923975424		-1.1582624143		-1.1915537636

		public listing		10		1.5885226807		-1.4598277334		-1.8207820209		-1.070651326		-1.9220975643

		B2B		266		44.0912284033		-0.8378163686		-1.2903227075		-0.832615415		-0.8183021307

		B2C		100		13.4518275553		-2.34684951		-2.4482036704		-1.2878931856		-1.4446883617

		energy		39		12.1884887334		-1.6174389388		-1.0621249095		-0.8940587915		-0.6591066624

		financials		34		6.2140316378		-2.7422966073		-2.9496900653		-0.9911734294		-1.1668197265

		healthcare		71		13.0435155537		-2.245142361		-2.5342151886		-1.7661941237		-1.9665136974

		materials		31		3.9893842044		-0.4703093214		-1.6735162352		-0.2735703305		-0.933893624

		tech		102		20.8324713823		-1.6749720012		-1.5995314209		-0.8744014494		-0.4294554822

		total		628		114.0215812917		-2.1443022558		-2.3419575539		-1.430257487		-1.3892899409
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We analyzed the empirical 
cumulative distribution of exit 
times for all buyout deals 
completed prior to 2016 in 
order to compare it to more 
recent deals that are being 
impacted by the current exit 
slowdown. Buyout-backed 
company cohorts were formed 
by age based on their deal year. 

The exit rates of all cohorts 
have fallen behind the pre-2016 
curve, especially for companies 
that have been buyout-backed 
for three to five years. For 
example, only 22% of 
companies that were acquired 
via LBO in 2019 have been sold 
or gone public compared with 
the pre-2016 expectation of 
34%.

PUMPING THE BRAKES

Companies that were acquired via LBO from 2016 to 2020 have 
exited at a much slower than expected pace.

Source: PitchBook | Geography: US

*As of May 31, 2023

Buyout-backed company exit rates by deal year versus pre-2016*
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PUMPING THE BRAKES

After recovering from the exit slowdown brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic, exit rates have 
plunged, leading to a buildup in the exit backlog. 
Buyout-backed company exit rates by deal year relative to pre-2016 
benchmark

Source: PitchBook | Geography: US

*As of May 31, 2023

Estimated buyout-backed company exit backlog by deal year*

Fewer exits than expected 
based on pre-2016 exit rates
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For fund vintages nearing their 
peak years of distributions, 
such as 2016 and 2017, DPI has 
flattened out back to the 
average after a period of strong 
recovery following the closure 
of the exit window during the 
brief COVID-19 recession. This 
recovery was fed both by the 
pent-up demand for exits 
during the 2020 closure, as 
well as the rapid economic 
expansion during that time. 

Younger funds have been less 
impacted thus far, although DPI 
ratios for the 2018 and 2019 
vintages are slightly below 
average. If the exit window 
remains closed for an extended 
period, fund durations will 
continue to be pushed out, 
which in turn will weigh on 
performance in terms of IRR. 

PUMPING THE BRAKES

Slower exit rates have reduced the pace of fund distributions in 
recent vintages relative to pre-2016 averages.  

Source: PitchBook | Geography: US

*As of December 31, 2022

Buyout fund DPI for select vintages versus pre-2016 average indexed by fund age*
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Distribution duration is a 
metric that quantifies the 
timing of fund cash flows by 
taking the average age of 
distributions, weighted by their 
size relative to total 
distributions. Because the 
weights are normalized by 
total distributions, this metric 
is unrelated to fund 
performance measures like DPI 
and TVPI. Buyout funds have 
typically had distribution 
durations range from seven to 
nine years.

PUMPING THE BRAKES

Distribution duration is an important consideration for closed-end 
funds… 

Source: PitchBook

Note: For illustrative purposes only. Assumes a final TVPI of 1.6x.

Annual distributions as a share of buyout fund size 
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…which can vary significantly across time periods and individual funds…

Source: PitchBook | Geography: US

*As of December 31, 2022

PUMPING THE BRAKES

Dispersion of buyout fund distribution duration by vintage cohort*
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Distribution duration has a 
significant impact on fund IRRs. 
For funds with a TVPI greater 
than 1, the higher the 
distribution duration, the lower 
the IRR will be. Additionally, 
this relationship becomes 
stronger as the TVPI increases. 

In this hypothetical example, 
we calculated IRRs for a given 
distribution duration and TVPI 
using standard distribution 
paths from the Takahashi-
Alexander cash flow model. If 
the slowdown in exits persists 
and distribution duration 
increases for the average fund, 
we show that performance will 
suffer even if TVPIs eventually 
recover. 

PUMPING THE BRAKES

…and will mechanically impact IRRs, even when holding the TVPI 
constant. 

Source: PitchBook

Note: For illustrative purposes only

Fund IRR by distribution duration and TVPI
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